Inclusive momentum and energy spectra of neutral and charged D mesons produced in e+ e-annihilation at energies near 7 GeV are presented. The slope of the energy spectrum is similar to the charged pion spectrum at the same energy. The inclusive cross section a (e+ e-+ D or D + anything) at 7 GeV is 4.8 + 1.3 nb.
TWO-WEEK LOAN COpy
This is a librar~ Circulating Cop~ which ma~ be borrowed for two weeks. The analysis techniques are substantially the same as those used previously9. Briefly, each particle in an event is assigned a weight proportional to the probability that it is a n, K, or p. These weights are determined from the measured momentum and time-of-flight over a 1.5 to 2.0 m flight path using a Gaussian time distribution with a 0.4 ns standard deviation. The n-K-p weights are normalized so that their sum is unity for each track. All possible combinations of tracks and particle hypotheses are made with each combin'ation weighted by the joint probability that the tracks satisfy the particular particle hypotheses assigned to them. After these efficiency corrections. and taking into account the known branching ratios for the decays DO + K-1f+ (2.2 ± 0.6%) and D+ + K-1f+1f+ (3.9 ± 1.0%)11 the inclusive momentum spectra shown in Fig. 2 were obtained. For comparison the same spectra are shown again in Fig. 3 together with the charged 1f and Ks inclusive spectra observed in e+ eannihilation over a comparable range of energie~12-13.· We observe that the D meson production is similar to the 11 production and significantly higher than the Ks production over the range of z= .6 to 1. / ' / 11. I. Peruzzi et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 39, 1301 . 12.
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